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OVERVIEW
We previously saw three linked possibilities that could
have driven equities higher in the second half of the
year. This bullish scenario rested on a combination of
peaking inflation, a pause by the U.S. Federal Reserve
(the Fed) and an economy slowing but stabilizing. This
last possibility assumed that the Fed would become less
aggressive in its monetary tightening and that stimulus
by the Chinese government would kick in.
Through the summer, we saw strong indications that
this scenario was playing out: inflation data peaked, and
Fed Chair Jerome Powell suggested that rates were at
“neutral.” The market was cheered, rallying 17.4% from
the June 16 lows, helped by the unwinding of extremely
bearish positioning.
And then came Jackson Hole. Powell’s speech at the
Fed’s annual symposium dashed any hopes of an
imminent pause or pivot, and one of the essential factors
in our larger recovery rally story was lost. We are now
concerned that the Fed and other key central banks might
make policy mistakes and create more economic damage
than is necessary, risking a recession to ensure that
inflation remains anchored around 2%.
Unfortunately, recent inflationary pressures are driven
by many issues over which the Fed has little or no control.
That might mean more tightening than necessary, when
simple patience might suffice. As a result of the Fed’s
now-entrenched hawkish stance, we believe new market
lows are possible before our bullish scenario finally
comes to fruition.
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PICTON MAHONEY HOUSE VIEW
PMAM VS.
CONSENSUS

VIEW
RISK
Macro risk fell for most of the quarter after hitting an extreme peak in March, but then spiked back up after the September
Federal Open Market Committee meeting, when the U.S. Federal Reserve (Fed) doubled down on its commitment to the
tightening process. In addition to promising higher rates for longer, the move strengthened the U.S. dollar even more, and its
strength now poses an additional headwind for most non-U.S. economies.

LOWE R

MACROECONOMIC
GLOBA L RE A L GDP
Global GDP growth will likely continue to struggle in the face of higher rates, unrelenting inflation and now a too-strong dollar
that is forcing many countries to defend their currency at a time that they can’t afford to economically.

LOWE R

U.S. RE A L GDP

The U.S. economy has remained rather resilient in the face of higher rates, as evidenced by very low jobless claims levels and
a recent stabilization in some leading indicators. Price pressures have receded at the margin, especially for manufacturers.
However, this strength seems to have emboldened the Fed to tighten even more. A small rebound is possible in the fourth
quarter, but if the Fed remains steadfast in its current path, a decelerating or outright decline is likely in 2023.

SA ME

C A NA DA RE A L GDP

Canada faces a predicament similar to that of many emerging markets: it has tried to raise rates to keep up with the US only to
discover that its economy is not as robust (the unemployment rate spiked 0.5% in August), while its currency keeps weakening.
Canada will likely face additional economic headwinds from weaker commodity prices and a faltering real estate market.

LOWE R

U.S. I N F L AT I ON

We expect headline CPI to continue to decelerate next quarter, in line with what many leading indicators of inflation suggest.
Goods inflation is already falling quickly, but shelter costs remain stubbornly high. Producer prices have come back to normal,
especially coarse inputs.

LOWE R

EQUITY RETURNS
U.S. E QUI T I E S

U.S. equity sentiment remains bearish, as does short-term positioning. Still, an ever-hawkish Fed and stubborn inflation
have spooked the markets again. We expect a sideways-trading market until either inflation or the Fed cries “Uncle!”

SA ME

EUROP E A N E QUI T I E S

Europe faces potentially the worst setup in the world: still-rising inflation (German inflation hit double-digits in September for
the first time in the euro era); an economy facing deep recession; a quick and shocking change from negative rates to very
positive and high rates; and a belligerent neighbour on which it relies for its energy.

C A NA DI A N E QUI T I E S

Lower commodity prices, a faltering real estate market and escalating economic concerns will likely be major headwinds for the
Canadian equity market.

LOWE R

LOWE R

BOND YIELDS
TREAS URI E S (U.S . 1 0 - Y R )

While the U.S. economy remains surprisingly robust, the Fed is likely reaching the limit of how high it can push rates before the
global economy takes the U.S. economy down with it.

SA ME

I NV E S T ME N T-GRA DE C O R PO R AT E B O N D S

HIG HE R

HIGH -YI E L D C ORP ORATE B O N D S

HIG HE R

Rising rates and a worsening outlook will likely hurt corporate bond prices.
High-yield corporate bonds will likely suffer the most from rising recession and default risks, as well as higher treasury rates.

OTHER
W TI C RUDE OI L

Oil prices are expected to remain range bound as supply and demand find a balance. While a global recession will likely
lower oil demand (and prices) temporarily, it may also push off new investment, which can hurt future supply, and therefore
raise prices in the longer term.

EP S GROWT H (S & P 5 0 0)

Earnings growth was hurt by higher labour costs this year but falling inputs prices for goods could potentially help some
manufacturers’ profit margins.

P / E (S & P 5 0 0 )

Multiples will likely continue to decline as real rates rise even higher, particularly in the higher growth sectors with relatively
high valuations.

SA ME

SA ME

LOWE R

PMAM refers to Picton Mahoney Asset Management. PMAM view is relative to the Bloomberg Consensus Estimate for each category. As at October 2022.
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INFLATION SEEMS TO HAVE PEAKED

AND WILL LIKELY DECLINE SIGNIFICANTLY
OVER THE NEAR TERM
August’s Consumer Price Index (CPI) data clearly spooked
the markets, coming in at a hotter-than-expected 8.3%¹. As
scary as the headline figure was, we still believe inflation has
peaked, and that it is set to decline significantly in the near
term. Indeed, elements of the report were at odds with realworld observations. For example, apparel prices were up
nearly 2% in the CPI, in seasonally unadjusted terms. That
is not consistent with what many retailers are suggesting
is happening: Walmart and Target, for example, two of the
largest retailers, have heavily discounted apparel in a bid to
clear inventory and attract consumers who have been hit hard
by inflation². We would also take issue with the CPI finding
that used car prices only declined marginally in August: the
used car data we track shows a much larger fall in prices.³

SERVICES-RELATED INFLATION IS
STILL A CONCERN
Parts of the August CPI report are still worrisome. For
instance, shelter contributed more to the gain in core
inflation than it did last month (adding 0.3%, compared with
0.2% in July). Two quarters ago, we suggested that shelter
costs would likely keep the CPI inflated for longer than
underlying data would suggest. That has come to pass.
With the costs of carrying a new home in the US much
higher, due to soaring prices and surging mortgage rates,
many potential new homebuyers are forced to rent instead.
Surging rental costs (Fig. 1) are creating a problem for the
CPI and, by extension, the Fed.

FIGURE 1: SHELTER COSTS HAVE SOARED BECAUSE OF LOW VACANCY RATES
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https://www.cnbc.com/video/2022/09/13/inflation-grows-8-point-3-percent-in-august-slightly-higher-than-expectations.html
² https://www.reuters.com/business/retail-consumer/shoppers-are-cutting-back-clothing-forcing-us-retailers-slash-prices-2022-08-25/
³ Bloomberg, L.P.
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WAGES IN SERVICE INDUSTRIES
COULD ALSO KEEP INFLATION
HIGHER FOR LONGER

The wage-sensitive components of the core CPI, mostly
in the services sector, remain stubbornly high. Health
care services prices, for example, have moved up in
recent months. The problem more broadly is that if wage
gains are running at 5%-plus, it’s unreasonable to expect
inflation to run much below that pace in sectors where
labour is the biggest cost and productivity growth is
relatively slow. We expect wage gains to moderate over
the next year, but they are unlikely to return to the preCovid pace anytime soon, given near-record job openings.

Another troubling aspect of the August CPI report is
related to wage inflation (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). As Pantheon
Macroeconomics observed⁴:

FIGURE 2: A TIGHT LABOUR MARKET IS CAUSING WAGE INFLATION, WHICH THEN RESULTS IN HIGHER SERVICES INFLATION
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Source: Bloomberg, L.P., and PMAM Research. Jan. 1970 to Aug. 2022.

FIGURE 3: A TIGHT LABOUR MARKET IS CAUSING WAGE INFLATION, WHICH THEN RESULTS IN HIGHER SERVICES INFLATION
U.S. Services Inflation
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Source: Bloomberg, L.P., and PMAM Research. Jan. 2000 to Aug. 2022.
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Pantheon Macroeconomics, United States Economic Monitor, September 14, 2022.
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NOW FOR SOME
GOOD NEWS:
THERE ARE SIGNS
OF DISINFL ATION
EMERGING
The good news is that the core CPI
pipeline appears to have significant
disinflation building within it. For
example, the Institute of Supply
Management’s Price Index (Fig. 4)
clocked in at 60% in July, down 18.5
points from June’s 78.5%. That is
the fourth-largest decline the Index
has recorded, and the largest slide
in manufacturing since the Great
Recession. Another decline followed
in August, to 52.5%.

FIGURE 4: THE ISM PRICE INDEX IS IN RETREAT
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Source: Bloomberg, L.P., and PMAM Research. Jan. 2000 to Aug. 2022.

FIGURE 5: FEWER SMALL BUSINESSES PLAN TO RAISE PRICES, IMPLYING
LOWER FUTURE CPI
NFIB - % Planning on Raising Selling Prices
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In addition, the number of
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to raise selling prices also
fell (Fig. 5), an indicator that
is highly correlated with
(and that typically leads)
CPI.
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Source: Bloomberg, L.P., National Federation of Independent Business and PMAM Research.
Jan. 2000 to Aug. 2022.
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COMMODITY PRICES
HAVE FALLEN
The fall in commodity prices is another
sign that we could be in store for
disinflation. Oil’s descent is most notable
in this regard, given the important role
it plays in total CPI. Meanwhile, lumber
– the poster child for the post-pandemic
commodity price surge – has come
crashing down from its second peak
(Fig. 6).
The drop in lumber prices is not
surprising, given rapid deceleration
in the housing market. High rates
and high prices have combined to
make housing very unaffordable by
historical standards.

FIGURE 6: TIMBERRR! LUMBER HAS CRASHED, AGAIN
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Source: Bloomberg, L.P., and PMAM Research. Jan. 2012 to Sept. 2022.

RISING INVENTORIES
SHOULD ALSO WEIGH
ON PRICES

FIGURE 7: RETAIL INVENTORIES HAVE SKYROCKETED
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suggest a glut has formed, which will
likely have to be addressed through
price cuts.
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INFLATION
EXPECTATIONS ARE
FALLING

FIGURE 8: MARKET-BASED INFLATION EXPECTATIONS HAVE NORMALIZED
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Not only are many leading and corollary
indicators pointing to much lower
inflation, but inflation expectations
(Fig. 8) have erased the 2021 bulge
and are back to “normal.” The TIPS
two-year breakeven is at 2.3% and
is actually threatening to fall below
longer-duration breakeven.
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Source: Bloomberg, L.P., and PMAM Research. Jan. 2017 to Sept. 2022. Data based on Treasury
Inflation Protected Securities (TIPS).

The stock market’s concerns
about inflation also appear
to be abating quickly. The
following graph (Fig. 9),
from Morgan Stanley,
shows the performance of
the “inflation basket” in the
U.S. market. It has clearly
rolled over and is back to
levels previously seen in
2021, when concerns about
CPI were much lower.

FIGURE 9: THE INFLATION FACTOR IS FADING FAST
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Source: Bloomberg, L.P., Morgan Stanley and PMAM Research. Jan. 2009 to Sept. 2022.
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THE ECONOMY IS
STILL SET TO SLOW
At first glance, the U.S. economy seems to be in reasonable shape, aided to some
degree by falling energy prices, and with the Fed likely most concerned about
tight labour markets and elevated wage inflation pressures. And the labour
market is indeed showing strength at the present time. After temporarily peaking,
the latest Job Openings and Labor Turnover Survey (JOLTS) report for July 2022
saw a rise back up to 11,239,000 job openings. More importantly, this pushed the
unemployed per job opening ratio back down, to 1.03 (Fig. 10), indicating that the
labour market remains as tight as ever, despite tighter monetary policy.

FIGURE 10: IT REMAINS A TIGHT LABOUR MARKET
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Source: Bloomberg, L.P., and PMAM Research. Jan. 2001 to July 2022.
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Aside from indicators in the jobs market, the Philadelphia
Fed’s measure of economic activity has also risen,
suggesting a stronger economy. Another encouraging
data point is the ISM’s new orders-minus-inventories
measure (Fig. 11), which has turned higher (along with a
rise in new orders per se).

FIGURE 11: THE LEADING ISM NEW ORDERS MINUS INVENTORIES HAS BOUNCED
Recession
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Source: Bloomberg, L.P., Institute for Supply Management and PMAM Research. Jan. 1980 to Aug. 2022.

Small business and consumer confidence indexes are also
bottoming, or even heading higher again.5 Rounding out
the good news, prime age labour force participation has
also shot up, while job openings have increased, which
also suggests an improving environment.

5

Bloomberg, L.P.
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THE FED IS THE MOST HAWKISH IT’S BEEN
IN DECADES
Before anyone gets carried away with the good economic data, it’s worth
remembering that there is a lag before monetary policy takes effect, and the
economy has yet to fully digest the Fed’s campaign of rate hikes. Six months ago,
the Fed funds rate was a minuscule 25 basis points (bps). It is now up to 3.25%.
Futures suggest it could be 4.25% in early 2023, suggesting an unprecedented
rise of 400 bps in one year. That would be the fastest pace of hikes since the Fed
attempted to combat inflation in the 70s and early 80s (Fig. 12). Whether Powell
is “Volcker 2.0” has yet to be seen, but this is irrefutably the most hawkish Fed
in decades.

FIGURE 12: THE PACE OF FED TIGHTENING IS THE MOST AGGRESSIVE IT’S BEEN SINCE THE 70S
Recession Period
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Source: Bloomberg, L.P., and PMAM Research. Jan. 1960 to Sept. 2022. Dotted line is a future projection.

QUANTITATIVE TIGHTENING WILL ADD TO
THE ECONOMIC PAIN
While Fed rate hikes get most of the attention, the contraction of the Fed’s
balance sheet is adding to the restrictive monetary environment. According to
a July 2022 article from the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta,
$2.2 trillion passive roll-off of nominal Treasury securities from the Federal
Reserve’s balance sheet over three years is equivalent to an increase of 29
basis points in the current federal funds rate at normal times, but 74 basis
points during turbulent periods.
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THE INVERTED YIELD CURVE
IS A BLEAK OMEN
Some investors believe that the bond market is
the smartest market. If so, those who think the
economy can escape a recession probably won’t
like what it’s currently saying. The ten-year/twoyear curve remains inverted, suggesting that the
Fed’s newfound and aggressive commitment to
get inflation under control is a blunt instrument
that will likely hurt the global economy. During
the last four cycles, when the yield curve was like
this, recession was anywhere from 7 to 19 months
away, and the Fed funds rate was lower one year
later (Fig. 13).

FIGURE 13: THE YIELD CURVE IS INVERTED, JUST AS IT WAS PRIOR TO OTHER RECESSIONS
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Source: Bloomberg, L.P., and PMAM Research. Jan. 1965 to Sept. 2022.
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EMERGING SIGNS OF
WEAKNESS IN THE
ECONOMY
There are already some tentative
signs that the U.S. economy may
be faltering. One notable pocket of
emerging weakness is the housing
market, where measures of both
existing and pending home sales
have fallen significantly in recent
months (Fig. 14).

FIGURE 14: U.S. EXISTING AND PENDING HOME SALES ARE OFF SHARPLY
U.S. Pending Home Sales Index (lhs, 1 month lead)
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Source: Bloomberg, L.P., and PMAM Research. Jan. 2019 to Aug. 2022.

FIGURE 15: WEAK HOUSING HAS YET TO BE REFLECTED IN CPI DATA
NAHB Homebuilder Index (12m lead, rhs)
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This should be good news for the
Fed, but the problem is that there is
generally at least a one-year lag until
weak housing is reflected in the CPI
(Fig. 15). At that point, it may be too late
to reverse course on rates to avoid
recession.
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CANADA IS EVEN MORE AT RISK
FROM A HOUSING SLOWDOWN
North of the border, the housing market situation
seems more precarious, which ought to make the Bank
of Canada wary. Compared with the US, the Canadian
economy already appears to be weaker. Unemployment
jumped to 5.4% in August, the third straight month of
falling employment levels.6
Employment declines were driven by setbacks in the
educational services and construction sectors.
The Canadian dollar’s weakening in the third quarter
suggests that investors are pessimistic about Canada’s
economic outlook, and that higher rates will likely
have more of a negative impact than in the US. Such
concerns would be well-founded: housing weakness is
a big concern, given the lack of consumer deleveraging
following the global financial crisis. And Canada doesn’t
have the cushion of locked-in 30-year mortgages, as in
the US, which to a certain extent help insulate mortgage
markets from interest rate spikes. Canada’s reliance on
seemingly low floating-rate mortgages to buy expensive
real estate could prove a problem when prices fall and
floating-rate mortgage rates spike.

EUROPE IS A MESS
It’s not news that Europe is an economic mess, but the
scale of the mess is eye-opening. Consider the fact that
the continent has one of the highest inflation rates in the
industrialized world, and at the same time has effectively
no control over its energy supply during an acute energy
crisis. Beyond its inflation problem, Europe also has one
of the lowest potential growth rates in the world. (Only
Japan's is worse.)
Against this backdrop, the current policy of the European
Central Bank (ECB) risks sending Europe into a serious
recession. The ECB, like the Fed, has adopted a very
hawkish tone, and can be expected to continue to raise
rates to levels not seen in many years, and even decades,
in the coming months. As it stands, the ECB hiked rates
by 75 bps on September 9, and threatened to do more at
future meetings. Further rate increases will undoubtedly
rekindle bad memories of the infamous 2008 rate hikes,
when Europe and the world were on the verge of a deep
economic contraction.

According to the Bank of Canada, as at July 2022, variablerate mortgages represented 21% of insured residential
mortgage balances outstanding, and 39% of uninsured
mortgages. Since the uninsured market is more than
double the size of the insured market, this means that
variable-rate mortgages account for about one-third of
the total residential mortgage balances outstanding.

6

Bloomberg, L.P.
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CHINESE ECONOMIC POLICY SEEMS
DAZED AND CONFUSED
China’s zero-COVID policy has kept the local economy in
limbo, as every day threatens fresh, wide-ranging total
lockdowns. While it is possible that a new nasal vaccine
could be a game-changer, it doesn’t yet seem likely. In
our view, what China really needs is a billion doses of the
new Moderna omicron 4/5 vaccine. Until that happens, the
country’s policy makers have a problem, because stimulus
measures keep getting undermined by COVID-related
shutdowns. And all this is occurring at a time when China
continues to face a significant property crisis.

Continued outflows are something to keep a close eye on, as
reserves are at their lowest level in years, and getting very
close to the psychologically critical USD$3 trillion mark that
was nearly crossed in 2016.

Given recent weakness in the yuan, there are also fears
that China could experience a reserves crisis similar to
the one it suffered in 2015–2016. In August, the country’s
foreign exchange reserves fell to USD$3.0548 trillion,
down from USD$3.104 trillion the month before (Fig. 16).
And more striking is the outflow rate, at -5.5% year-overyear, the highest it has been since the 2015–16 episode.

FIGURE 16: CHINA IS ONCE AGAIN BLEEDING FOREIGN EXCHANGE RESERVES
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Source: Bloomberg, L.P., and PMAM Research. Jan. 2010 to Aug. 2022.
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EMERGING MARKETS ARE FEELING
THE EFFECTS OF A TOUGH FED
The Fed’s hawkishness could well send the US into
recession, but its actions are already exacerbating the
pain for vulnerable emerging market economies. Emerging
market credit default spreads (CDS) have been spiking,
sparking fears that a fresh “Asian Crisis,” reminiscent of
1998, is brewing as a higher U.S. dollar and weaker emerging
market currencies force these countries into excessive rate
hikes and possible recession. Countries with large U.S.
dollar-denominated debt are most at risk as their debt
levels balloon in local currency terms, something reflected
in spiking CDS levels in Turkey, South Africa, Brazil and, to a
lesser degree, Mexico, Indonesia and Poland.

According to a recent Brookings Institute report,7 the U.S.
dollar has a cyclical pattern that strongly influences world
asset prices, leverage and capital flows. This cycle affects
emerging market economies the most, to the extent that
dollar appreciation shocks are generally highly predictive of
economic downturns in emerging markets. A surging dollar
has also been correlated with bad performance in the stock
markets of emerging markets (Fig. 17).
In addition to a strong dollar, increases in public debt levels
and higher interest rates are also headwinds slowing the
economic growth of emerging markets. As noted, the
effects will be most economically harmful for emerging
market countries where U.S. dollar-denominated debt
loads rose significantly due to the pandemic.

FIGURE 17: THE U.S. DOLLAR HAS BEEN INVERSELY CORRELATED TO EMERGING MARKET STOCKS
USD Y/Y
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Source: Bloomberg, L.P., and PMAM Research. Jan. 1992 to Sep. 2022.
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“The Global Dollar Cycle,” Maurice Obstfeld and Haonan Zhou, August 25, 2022.
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A SIGNIFICANT GLOBAL SLOWDOWN
COULD HAPPEN FASTER THAN
EXPECTED
FedEx’s recent announcement underscores the possibility
that a global slowdown could happen much faster than
either the market or Fed officials believe. As the company
noted in its mid-September business update,

“Global volumes declined as macroeconomic trends significantly worsened later
in the quarter, both internationally and in the U.S. We are swiftly addressing these
headwinds, but given the speed at which conditions shifted, first quarter results
are below our expectations,” said Raj Subramaniam, FedEx Corporation president
and chief executive officer. While continuing aggressive cost reduction actions, the
company expects business conditions to further weaken in the second quarter.8

Even the strong jobs market could come under pressure
sooner than thought. In September, CNBC reported
that, “Goldman Sachs was planning on cutting several
hundred jobs, making it the first major Wall Street firm
to rein in expenses amid a collapse in deals volume. The
bank is reinstating a tradition of annual employee culls,
which have historically targeted between 1% and 5% of
lower performers, in positions across the firm”.9
Perhaps many other companies hoarded extra workers
during the hiring crunch but will now feel more at ease in
letting go of excess bodies.

8

FedEx Business Update, September 2022.

9

https://www.cnbc.com/2022/09/12/goldman-sachs-to-kick-off-wall-street-layoff-season-with-hundreds-of-job-cuts-this-month.html
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TWO OF THE THREE RALLY
CONDITIONS COULD SOON
BE IN PLACE
We believe inflation is peaking and will fall materially,
especially as the global economy undergoes significant
weakness. So we believe an equity rally is likely if demand
slows down but doesn’t crash, job openings slow and the
labour market eases up (especially in services sectors), and
the Fed recognizes the changing data and eases up on its
aggressive tightening strategy before breaking something
in the US (or somewhere else in the world, inadvertently).

While higher interest rates, slower growth and softer
labour market conditions will bring down inflation, they
will also bring some pain to households and businesses.
These are the unfortunate costs of reducing inflation.
But a failure to restore price stability would mean far
greater pain.

BUT WILL THE THIRD CONDITION
– AN EASIER FED – SHOW UP ON
TIME?

It’s fair to assume that the Fed would probably prefer
to be a quarter late in moderating policy than a quarter
early. Powell all but said so: “Restoring price stability will
likely require maintaining a restrictive policy stance for
some time. The historical record cautions strongly against
prematurely loosening policy.”

If inflation falls and growth weakens, a moderation, or a
policy shift, from the Fed may potentially trigger our big
rally scenario. Earlier this year, we were confident this
could come about sometime in later 2022. However, the
central bank has adopted a more hawkish tone, opening up
the prospect of deeper stock market declines, and putting
our bullish scenario at risk of being delayed – or worse.
The Fed is making noises that recall the 1970s and Paul
Volcker, warning that economic “pain” may be required to
crush inflation and to prevent inflation expectations from
getting out of hand. As Powell observed in his Jackson
Hole speech,
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ARE WE ABOUT TO SEE ANOTHER
FED POLICY MISTAKE?
It’s understandable that the Fed wants to win the fight
against inflation, especially after having made the error
in 2021 of pronouncing sharply rising prices “transitory.”
Having said that, in 2018, the central bank, under Powell’s
leadership, already made the mistake of overestimating
how much it could tighten before undermining markets.
The clear risk in being too aggressive, in our view, is that
the Fed could usher in another large swift decline, followed
by yet another embarrassing, hurried pivot in the opposite
direction.
pictonmahoney.com/insights

Another possible headwind for the
market is valuations. The S&P’s
current P/E ratio still looks
expensive compared with longterm bond yields, implying a
possibility of further downside risk
for equities. The chart below (Fig.
18) shows that ten-year bond yields
between 3% and 4% have historically
been associated with forward P/E
ratios on the S&P 500 Index that are
about two full multiple points lower
than they are today.

FIGURE 18: S&P 500 FORWARD P/E RATIO VS. U.S. 10-YEAR RATE (2002-2022)
Current P/E

Average P/E When 10-Year Rate is between 3% to 4%
Linear (Regression)
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Source: Bloomberg, L.P., and PMAM Research. Jan. 2022 to Sept. 2022.

Excluding the tech and telecom sector,
the market’s valuation appears much
more reasonable (granted, the data set
below is limited).

FIGURE 19: S&P 500 EX.-TECH & TELECOM FORWARD P/E RATIOS VS. U.S. 10-YEAR
RATE (2016-2022)
Average P/E When 10-Year Rate is between 3% to 4%
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Source: Bloomberg, L.P., and PMAM Research. Jan. 2016 to Sept. 2022.
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THE RACE IS ON: FALLING INFLATION VS.
A FALTERING ECONOMY
In our view, the race is on between how fast inflation can decline and how fast
the economy will decelerate before the Fed eases up. This has put off our rally
scenario, and will continue to do so unless inflation falls fast enough for the
Fed to avoid a large policy mistake.
In the meantime, we can’t rule out the prospect of the June lows giving way
as part of a larger market decline. The Fed and other large central banks are
using a blunt instrument to deal with inflationary pressures. A substantial part
of today’s inflation problem can be attributed to a combination of supply chain
bottlenecks, Russian aggression, China’s COVID response and well-intentioned
but seemingly misguided global ESG policies that have compromised energy
security and reliability. The point is that while the Fed is tightening policy to
deal with inflation, it seems to have little or no control over the things that are
driving it. (Although, of course, the Fed could destroy the economy enough to
help crush demand below any supply challenges.)
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THE LESSON OF THE 1970S:

PERHAPS THE FED WASN’T THE MAIN
CAUSE OF THE BIG SWINGS IN THE CPI
It’s commonly believed that the inflationary spiral of
the 1970s was largely the responsibility of the Fed under
the leadership of Chair Arthur Burns, who was appointed
by newly elected President Richard Nixon in 1970 with
instructions to ensure easy access to credit. As inflation
rates ticked higher, Burns did not believe the US was willing
to accept longer-term unemployment rates of 6% or higher
to deal with inflation, leading to easier monetary conditions
than were necessary to stop inflation.10 Later, Fed Chair
Paul Volcker was more than willing to create dire economic
conditions to deal with the elevated inflation levels that
characterized his term, eventually helping set the stage for a
40-year downtrend in U.S. interest rates.

In the cases of both Burns and Volcker, other factors at work
contributed to their failures and successes. More pertinently,
we see parallels between what caused the inflation swings
of that decade and what is happening today. In the 1970s,
increasing inflation was not a steady, single event: as the
chart (Fig. 20) of the U.S. CPI from 1965 to 1985 below shows,
there were three distinct periods of increasing inflation.
Each of these increases was followed by a period of positive,
but moderating, inflation. The inflation of the 1970s is often
attributed to monetary policy mistakes in the presence of
expansive fiscal policy. Rather than focusing predominantly
on monetary policy as the driving force behind changes
in inflation, we think it is instructive to look as well at how
commodity price shocks affected consumer price inflation.

FIGURE 20: THREE SPIKES: HOW THE INFLATIONARY 70S UNFOLDED
Recession
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Source: Bloomberg, L.P., and PMAM Research. Jan. 1965 to Dec. 1985.
10

https://www.federalreservehistory.org/people/arthur-f-burns
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3

THE FIRST SPIKE: TOO MUCH STIMULUS
FOR TOO LONG
In the first period of increasing CPI (1965 to 1970), it is clear that neither
energy nor food prices led to the spike in inflation. The Brent crude oil price
dropped from $1.42/bbl in 1965 to $1.21/bbl in 1970. During this time, the
prices of other key commodities, such as grains and metals, also declined,
or moved sideways. So for the first spike, it’s reasonable to attribute the rise
in the CPI to the twin policy errors of running too much fiscal stimulus and
too much monetary stimulus for too long.

THE SECOND SPIKE: LED BY OIL AND
GRAIN PRICES
During the second period of increasing CPI (1972 to 1975), rising grain
and oil prices likely made a large contribution to inflation. Two geopolitical
events affected commodity prices. The first was the failure of crops across
the Soviet Union, which caused spikes in prices when Soviet representatives
unexpectedly purchased large amounts of U.S. grain, putting upward
pressure on food prices. Another geopolitical event, of course, was the first
oil shock. The price of Brent crude oil increased from $1.21 in 1971 to a peak
of $13.00 in 1974 during this period.

THE THIRD SPIKE: OIL AND GRAIN AGAIN (PLUS
INDUSTRIAL METALS)
In the third and final period of increasing CPI (1978 to 1980), the price of Brent
crude oil increased from $12.45 in 1978 to a peak of $42.00 in 1980. And again,
there were large moves higher in grain prices. Industrial metals prices also rose
during this third spike.
So in the second and third episodes of increasing inflation, monetary policy
was likely much less relevant. But policy errors (fiscal and monetary) probably
influenced the first episode of increasing inflation, when the labour market and
overall economic activity were very strong.
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THE CURE FOR INFLATION: ENERGY
ADAPTATION, NOT VOLCKER
What eventually helped cure the inflation issues of the second
and third episodes was energy policy adaptation. A reduction in
the reliance on Middle East sources of oil was made possible by
developing North Sea oil, production from Mexico and pipeline
systems from Alaska. All of that probably started as a response
to the oil shock during the first spike, but required years of
capital investment and development. The ultimate development
of these projects likely created a runway for cheaper and more
reliable energy sources, and helped introduce the more benign
inflation environment after Volcker.
Rising Shelter costs also played a key role in the 1970s, even
while the employment situation was benign (Fig. 21).

FIGURE 21: HIGH SHELTER COSTS DUE TO LOW VACANCIES PLAYED A ROLE IN 1970S INFLATION SPIKES
Recession
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Source: Bloomberg, L.P., and PMAM Research. Jan. 1965 to Dec. 1985.
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TODAY’S CENTRAL BANKS CAN’T
PRINT OIL OR NATURAL GAS
With the 1970s as a backdrop, it seems to us that
governments (as opposed to central banks) might be
better suited to deal with some of the current inflationary
pressures. Energy is a perfect example. In the 1970s, the
response from the developed world to the energy crisis
was to increase non-OPEC sources of energy production.
Fast-forward to today: global energy demand is currently
outstripping supply by about 2% a year. Factors driving
the current undersupply (see Fig. 22) include attempts
at a global energy transition to cleaner but less reliable
renewable sources, coupled with decreased investment
in traditional energy systems (oil, gas and nuclear), driven
by returns-focused investors and ESG investment trends
that discourage those traditional investments. And the
war in Ukraine has added to the complexity of the situation
for energy, while also affecting fertilizer and food prices.

We believe the shortfall in supply could be resolved if
central banks were to undermine the economy just
enough to destroy excess energy demand – or, instead,
if governments and businesses worked together to
bring new sources of energy supply online through the
traditional incentives of high prices, industry incentives,
better pipeline capacity, etc. Of course, developments
like this require capex, not to mention plenty of time.
Another way of looking at it: it is not at all obvious what
additional 50- or 75-bps rate increases in Europe can do
to deal with the core issue of disruption of energy from
Russia. We would suggest that energy shortages require
a different type of economic and policy adaptation than a
change in benchmark policy rates.

FIGURE 22: GLOBAL ENERGY USE CONTINUES TO GROW, BUT RENEWABLES ARE A SMALL COMPONENT OF SUPPLY
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THE FED CAN’T BUILD ENOUGH
NEW HOMES EITHER
U.S. housing generally has a strong backdrop of
demographically driven demand. While the U.S. housing
market has softened due to higher mortgage rates that
stem from tighter Fed policy, the longer-term outlook for
new homes is very positive. Since the housing bust during
the great financial crisis, there has been nearly a decade and
a half of persistent (and major) underinvestment in the U.S.
housing stock (Fig. 23). UBS, in a report published earlier
this year,11 calculated that the U.S. market is undersupplied
to the tune of 2.2 million homes. This has worrisome
implications for future CPI, as the shelter cost component
could remain elevated for much longer than recent cycles
have shown. The Fed is currently suppressing demand to
deal with this shortage, but is generally helpless when it
comes to creating enough supply, fast enough, to help deal
with the core issue.

FIGURE 23: FROM A LONG-TERM PERSPECTIVE, THE U.S. HOUSING MARKET IS UNDERSUPPLIED
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11

UBS, “Breaking ground on housing; Not yet time for shovels down,” January 2022.
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HIGH UNDERLYING
INFLATION =
SHORTER CYCLES
In trying to tame some of the inputs into inflation – energy
and housing – over which it really has little direct control, the
Fed may find itself in circumstances like those in the 1970s,
and end up by playing a significant role in creating shorter
boom/bust cycles than we have become accustomed to over
the past couple of decades.
The Fed is using a blunt instrument, and may very well
break the economy in its bid to restore price stability. But
some of the causes of the current inflation problem simply
can’t be addressed by the Fed and monetary policy. In our
view, Powell and his colleagues aren’t equipped to deal
with structural shortages of energy, nor can they address
insufficient housing supply. And the Fed can’t create new
labourers out of thin air to deal with the massive amount of
existing job openings.
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All this could set up a scenario in which the Fed breaks the
economy, and finally eases in response to recession – and
the ensuing recovery causes inflation to quickly rise again,
given the lack of non-monetary policy solutions needed to
deal with the root causes of lack of supply. We believe the
Fed needs help from other branches of government and
industry, whether to generate more energy capacity, build
more housing or increase the labour force participation rate
to bring down wage inflation. Unless and until that assistance
arrives, the central bank will likely be forced to play “whacka-mole” with high inflation, and investors will be subjected to
periodic episodes in which the Fed breaks things. A boom/
bust cycle like this may need to repeat a few times before
enough supply response occurs to get long-term inflation
firmly back under control.
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CONCLUSION
We’re confident that inflation is peaking and will decline
substantially from current levels. And we’re also
confident in our belief that the economy is set to slow.
But until the third necessary factor of our headwindsinto-tailwinds thesis – a data-dependent Fed willing to
pause its tightening process – is in place, we remain
concerned that equities may hit new bear market lows
before they can stage a meaningful rally.
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SECTOR

OUTLOOKS

INDUSTRIALS

MATERIALS

Purchasing Managers' Index, multi-industry organic
growth, transport rates, machinery demand, and many
other industrial economic indicators are on the cusp
of thawing. As a result, we’ve shorted more cyclical
exposure in short cycle machinery and transport names.
Weakness due to macro concerns and recession fears
has led the long-term risk/reward skew for many of our
favoured names to improve dramatically. We are poised
to reap the benefits of having shored up weightings in
our high-conviction compounders and hedged cyclical
names within broader secular themes. We are confident
that the businesses we like – including those with cyclical
exposure – will continue to meet our long-term return
thresholds.

The S&P/TSX Materials sector was up modestly for the
third quarter, slightly outperforming the broader S&P/TSX
Composite Index. While the sector was driven by the macro
outlook, with ongoing strength in the U.S. dollar, concern
about the potential for a recession in the western world
and the impact of lockdowns and property weakness in
China, the overall performance benefited from relative
strength in the fertilizers and diversified miners. Precious
metals underperformed as real rates continued to move
up and the U.S. dollar strengthened. Industrial metals
remained under pressure but bounced off lows set early in
the quarter. Fertilizer equities had a strong quarter, driven
by tight supplies, elevated crop prices and advantageous
costs relative to European peers. Lumber equities were
relatively flat, with ongoing capital returns, low valuations
and bottoming commodity prices offsetting further
deterioration in the housing backdrop.

We continue to favour companies with a history of
compounding, idiosyncratic growth angles and/or
opportunities to improve structural returns on invested
capital. Waste Connections Inc. (TSX:WCN), WSP Global
Inc. (TSX:WSP) and Toromont Industries Ltd. (TSX:TIH)
remain preferred names, given their previous high rates
of internal return and their ability to grow free cash flow
through cycles. We continue to like Canadian Pacific
Railway Ltd.’s (TSX:CP) idiosyncratic story. The company
is on track to complete its acquisition of Kansas City
Southern (NYSE:KSU) in early 2023. We believe the
synergies from the generational acquisition will surpass
expectations in both timing and magnitude. We have
added to holdings in ATS Automation Tooling Systems Inc.
(TSX:ATA), based on the broader automation/onshoring
theme, the business mix shift toward life sciences, its
consistent contract wins and its margin improvement
story. We also remain bullish on the industrial leasing
complex. We believe the companies we own that are
exposed to rentals, such as Triton International Ltd.
(NYSE:TRTN), United Rentals Inc. (NYSE:URI) and, to a
lesser extent, Willscot Corp. (NASDAQ:WSC) are oversold
and trading at a discount to their intrinsic value. It is
our view that they have the potential to outperform on
better-than-expected through cycle results and astute
capital allocation.
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While near-term macro risks to copper remain elevated,
we see its risk/reward profile becoming more attractive
at current levels; micro indicators (record-low visible
inventories and strong physical premiums) remain
positive, electric vehicle demand is outpacing expectations,
and supply continues to underperform, despite new
projects on the horizon. We also believe the long-term
structural backdrop remains attractive, as concerns about
energy security and independence only add to global
decarbonization demand, and producers remain disciplined
regarding investing in new large-scale supply. We believe
a cautious stance on gold is warranted until we have more
conviction that the Fed hiking cycle is slowing and the U.S.
dollar has peaked. We believe Nutrien Ltd. (TSX:NTR) can
continue to outperform through an extended crop cycle
while leveraging optionality in its excess operating capacity.
We remain cautious on the lumber names, with demand
exposed to higher rates and any supply rationalization
offset by the start-up of new mills and easing supply chain
bottlenecks.
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

HEALTH CARE

The MSCI World Information Technology Index decreased
6.5% for the third quarter of 2022, while the Information
Technology sector in the S&P/TSX Composite index
decreased 4.8%. Sector performance continued to be
weak for the third straight quarter, albeit with a smaller
decline compared to the first two quarters of the year;
quarterly earnings results were broadly in line with
lowered expectations. Internet and catalog retail was
the best performing subsector, up 6.3%, led by Etsy Inc.
(NASDAQ:ETSY), followed by entertainment, up 3.6%,
led by Netflix Inc. (NASDAQ:NFLX). These subsectors
rebounded after having been the weakest subsectors
in the second quarter. The weakest subsectors in the
third quarter were interactive and media services,
down 12.7%, and semiconductors, down 11.8%, led by
weakness in Match Group Inc. (NASDAQ:MTCH) and
Intel Corp. (NASDAQ:INTC), respectively. The outlook for
Information Technology in the fourth quarter remains
cautious, due to the continuing higher-interest-rate
environment, which could lead to further valuation
compression and an economic slowdown. We like Tyler
Technologies Inc. (NYSE:TYL), the leading provider of
software solutions to state and local governments in
the U.S. With government funding more stable, and
the potential to benefit from fiscal stimulus programs,
Tyler is less susceptible to spending cuts in a downturn.
Tyler could also benefit as governments move to digitize
their systems; approximately two-thirds of existing
solutions are running on antiquated systems that are
nearing end-of-life and will need to be replaced. Tyler is
currently shifting its customers to cloud subscriptions,
which could enable it to capture a doubling of lifetime
value. Longer-term synergies will come from the recent
acquisition of NIC Inc., by rolling out NIC’s payment
platform to all of Tyler’s customer transactions and by
leveraging NIC’s strong state relationships to cross-sell
Tyler’s software solutions.

On a year-to-date basis, the Health Care sector continues
to outperform the broader market (down 12.9%,
compared with the S&P 500 Index, down 23.6%), but
it remains the worst-performing defensive sector.
Quarter-to-date, the sector underperformed the broader
market (down 4.12% compared with the S&P 500 Index,
down 3.83%). As in the past, performance remained
largely decoupled from fundamentals, with macro
factors (supply chain constraints, including a shortage of
components, semiconductor chips and resin), inflationary
pressures and logistical challenges regarding raw
materials (oil, freight, transportation) and geopolitical
themes continuing to dominate. Verticals that are
focused on domestic markets positively leveraged to the
strengthening U.S. dollar and increasing inflation and/or
rates, and that have solid execution history and strong
cash-flow profiles, have been relative outperformers on a
year-to-date basis: managed care is up 0.8%, distributors
are up 21.1%, and large-cap pharmaceuticals are down
9.12%, relative to the Health Care sector overall (down
12.9%) and the S&P 500 Index (down 23.6%).
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During the third quarter, outperformance was led by
SMID biotechnology (up 12.1%), facilities (up 6.92%), and
distributors (up 4.59%). At several broker conferences,
management teams signaled declining rates of procedure
cancellations and some normalization as the summer
vacation ended. The hospitals also cited improvement in
procedure volumes and acuity in August and September.
Hospital employment is improving, with reduced
turnover and lower rates of COVID- and vacationrelated absences. Despite improving labour shortages,
wage pressure remains and is likely to continue into the
next year. In September, the large-cap biotechnology
subsector was the best performer following positive
clinical newsflow (Regeneron up 20%, Biogen up 37%).
The life science and technology subsector continued to
underperform during the quarter (down 29.7%), despite
management comments regarding robust end-market
demand, improving labour shortages and no stockpiling
or pull-forward concerns. The demand remains
consistent and durable. Despite evidence that the
diversified tools companies Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.
(NYSE:TMO) and Danaher Corp. (NYSE:DHR) can grow
in a more challenging economic environment, investors
remain skeptical. Less diversified tools companies,
however, may be more challenged in navigating pockets
of weak demand (ex U.S.) due to a strengthening dollar
and less robust supply chains.
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A challenging funding environment and increasing
interest rates have pressured contract research
organization stocks (down 12.5%). The funding concerns
are largely related to small- and mid-cap (SMID)
companies, as they tend to be non-revenue-generating
companies, and to depend on the public market to
continue financing their drug development activities. In
the first half of 2022, the book-to-bill metric had been
robust across all companies, but recently, Syneos Health
Inc. (NYSE:SYNH) offered guidance on a softer-thanexpected third-quarter book-to-bill. SYNH is meaningfully
leveraged to SMID companies. Some SMID companies
are also cautioning investors regarding delayed clinical
trial development timelines, primarily due to staffing
issues.
On a year-to-date basis, SMID companies have
underperformed (down 29.6%), but outperformed (up
6.18%) in the quarter. The outperformance has been
driven by numerous positive catalysts and an uptick
in merger and acquisition (M&A) activity, particularly
among companies with commercial assets. The fourth
quarter is catalyst heavy, but questions remain as to the
sustainability of the recent outperformance of the SPDR
S&P Biotech ETF (NASDAQ:XBI), as investors continue
to be focused on macro considerations rather than
fundamentals. Commercial-stage companies, in contrast
to early-stage companies, will continue to dominate
the M&A landscape as large-cap biopharmaceutical
companies try to fill their pipelines and make up for
pending losses of exclusivity.
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CONSUMER DISCRETIONARY
The Consumer Discretionary sector benefited from a short
market rally early in the third quarter as recessionary fears
briefly gave way to hope of a soft landing. However, a more
hawkish tone from the Fed in August, combined with stilltroubling inflation data in September, reignited concerns
that rapidly rising rates may lead to a sharp economic
downturn. The health of the U.S. consumer remains under
heavy scrutiny, with consumer confidence indicators at
multi-year lows. Low-income household spending already
showed signs of deterioration last quarter – unsurprising,
given the removal of government stimulus programs, lower
excess savings and a greater impact from food/gas inflation
– but retailers like Restoration Hardware (NYSE:RH) are
now beginning to see pressure on the higher-income
cohorts as well. Notably, about 75% of financial assets are
held among the top 20% of U.S. households, so the bulk
of wealth destruction caused by weaker equity markets is
happening at the top end of the income distribution.
At the same time, although supply chain headwinds have
been slow to abate, we are hopeful that things may improve
in the back half of this year. As this occurs, auto and
housing inventory will probably also start to rebuild from
unsustainably low levels, potentially bringing car and home
prices back down to more normalized levels – although this
may coincide with weaker demand. Against this backdrop,
it remains difficult to be positive about many consumer
discretionary verticals. We remain focused on owning
positive change stories in more defensive/less cyclical
categories that also have some combination of the following
characteristics: company-specific pricing strategies/drivers,
clean inventory levels, limited commodity cost exposure,
strong balance sheets and free cash-flow generation,
alongside reasonable valuations. These include stocks
such as Ulta Beauty, Inc. (NASDAQ:ULTA), Spin Master
Corp. (TSX:TOY) and Thomson Reuters Corporation (TSX:TRI).
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CONSUMER STAPLES

FINANCIALS

Consumer Staples continues to outperform the broad
market in both Canada and the U.S. year-to-date. The
sector has provided investors with defensiveness and
predictable fundamentals as macro uncertainties mount
and other sectors face downward earnings revisions.
Food retailers and consumer packaged goods (CPG)
manufacturers have been passing through significant
inflation to consumers with less elasticity than they’ve
historically seen. As inflation ratchets higher, low- and
middle-income consumers are being forced to spend
their money on necessities, providing staples companies
with more pricing power than in the past. The key
debate centres on how well this pricing power will hold
if inflation starts to moderate in 2023.

Financials continued to underperform the market in the
third quarter, with markets continuing to price in increased
odds that central banks will not be able to manufacture
a soft landing in their attempt to curb inflationary
pressures. Credit-sensitive financial stocks felt the brunt
of this underperformance, validating our more defensive
positioning in the sector. We continue to prefer less creditsensitive names that are leveraged to higher rates, such
as property and casualty insurance. We also like select
rate beneficiaries in the life insurance group, such as iA
Financial Corporation Inc. (TSX:IAG), which is trading at
pre-COVID valuation levels, notwithstanding significantly
higher earnings, higher ROEs and a more capital-light
business model. Outside of the banking and life insurance
groups, we foresee another great year for pricing and
profitability in the commercial property and casualty
market, especially in the excess and surplus line, where
Trisura Group Ltd. (TSX:TSU) is our favoured name. We
believe the company has multiple levers to maintain 20%plus EPS growth for the next couple of years. We also
believe that the democratization of alternatives is one
of the most powerful secular trends within Financials,
with all investor segments increasing their exposure to
alternatives. We expect Brookfield Asset Management
Inc. (TSX:BAM) to be a key beneficiary as it builds out new
capabilities (e.g., insurance/impact investing) and seeks
to penetrate the high-net-worth and ultra-high-net-worth
channel.

In Canada, we are positive on Alimentation Couche-Tard
Inc. (TSX:ATD). As rates continue to rise, ATD’s strong
balance sheet is a key differentiator, as it faces less
earnings impact from higher-interest payments and has
optionality for future M&A within a fragmented industry,
historically a key driver for the stock. Gasoline prices
have also been in a decline from record highs, allowing
consumers to both drive more and spend more in-store.
In the U.S., we remain positive on quality share gainers
and structural winners. Both Simply Good Foods Co.
(NYSE:SMPL) and Bellring Brands Inc. (NYSE:BRBR)
seem to provide growth that is otherwise scarce in
the Consumer Staples sector, have attractive category
exposure within the health and wellness space and
remain takeout candidates as larger CPGs seek to grow
after seeing record growth in 2022.
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COMMUNICATION SERVICES

UTILITIES

On the aggregate, it was not a great quarter for the sector,
which delivered negative returns on an absolute basis
(about -8%) and materially underperformed the broader
index, the S&P/TSX Composite Index, by about 700 basis
points (bps). Beneath the aggregate analysis there were
some notable dispersions: concerns around the deal
resulted in both Rogers Communication Inc. (TSX:RCI/B)
and Shaw Communications Inc. (TSX:SJR/B), delivering
significant negative returns (down about 1200 bps). While
it was not a great quarter for Telus Corporation (TSX:T)
and BCE Inc. (TSX:BCE), they did hold better on relative
terms, down about 3% and 7%, respectively.

We have not been overly enthusiastic about regulated
utilities given valuations juxtaposed against growth
prospects. That said, Q2 saw Utilities dramatically
outperform the broader index (S&P/TSX Composite Index)
-10 percentage points – on recession concerns. However,
recession concerns were not enough of a tailwind in Q3
as rising rates more than offset that tailwind. Q3 turned
out to be a negative quarter for utilities on both absolute
(-450bps) and relative terms (about -325bps).

While we don’t have a crystal ball to predict the outcome of
the Rogers deal, we remain confident that there are more
ways to complete the deal than not. During the quarter, we
also saw Rogers extend the terms of its financing for one
full year (for a modest additional cost relative to the value
of the synergies), thereby alleviating investor concerns
about the cost of debt financing should the deal push on
past December 31, 2022. From an operations standpoint,
Rogers – our preferred name – continues to execute well,
as evidenced by second-quarter results that saw Rogers
exceed expectations on key metrics such as net adds,
churn and average revenue per unit. Finally, on the topic
of the outage: we acknowledge that an outage is bad but
would also point out two things. Failures do happen, and
what matters more is the reaction function and ensuring
quality following the failure. In our view, the stock’s current
valuation (EV/EBITDA), at one of the widest discounts to
BCE, more than captures the impact of the outage.
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As for our top picks, it was a relatively good quarter all
things considered. Altagas Ltd (TSX:ALA) and Brookfield
Infrastructure Corporation (TSX:BIP-U) delivered -1.7%
and +1.6%, respectively, and we remain positive on the
outlook for both. With regards to Altagas, our optimism is
premised on the best rate growth in the utilities universe
(8%–10%), significant growth potential in its midstream
operations (growth in RIPET + further expansion), a wild
card in the form of approval for the Mountain Valley
Pipeline (MVP) and an attractive valuation (P/E of about
14.5x22E). On Brookfield Infrastructure, our positive
outlook is a function of its diversified platform, which
provides a healthy combination of offence and defence,
significant liquidity that should allow for deployment
potential, and which is particularly attractive should we
enter a period of macro stress, and sector-leading growth
potential (about 10% FFO growth).
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REAL ESTATE

ENERGY

After a materially weak second quarter (down 18%), we
can charitably say, the third quarter was relatively more
kind to real estate, which declined 760bps. However,
on a relative basis, the pain continued for a second
straight quarter, with the sector underperforming the
broader TSX Index by about 280 bps (following about
a 425 bps underperformance in the second quarter).
Currently, we think real estate is in a difficult spot, as it
is in the confluence of recession concerns and a risingrate environment.

Energy commodity prices continued their wild swing
during the quarter. Crude oil pricing was weaker on
overarching concerns over global recession and oil
demand erosion. Meanwhile, European gas prices
had a substantial run up during the period on supply
concerns entering the winter season. While many
European countries have made good progress in building
inventories ahead of the winter season, the recent halting
of Nord Stream flows amplified supply level risk for the
continent. Further, higher European natural gas pricing
pulled North America natural gas prices to their highest
level since 2008 on the back of rising demand from
Europe for liquefied natural gas (LNG).

Our top pick, Colliers International Group Inc. (TSX: CIGI), had
a weak quarter, down about 10% on absolute terms and
underperforming by about 250bps on a relative basis.
In terms of our outlook, not a lot has changed. While
we acknowledge the recent air pocket in transaction
activity, given the widening of bid-ask spreads (as
sellers and buyers pause for rate volatility to settle
down), we don’t believe anything has changed from
a long-term outlook: the institutionalization of real
estate will likely continue, which we believe should
favour global platforms; the percentage of recurring
revenues should continue to grow, and cash-flow
profile should allow for accretive capital deployment.
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Within our portfolios, we continue to favour E&P (exploration
& production) oil & gas companies over energy infrastructure.
With high energy commodity prices and E&P’s commitment
to their pledge to minimal production growth, E&Ps are
flush with free cash flow and focused on returning capital
to shareholders. An example is our holding of Tourmaline
Oil Corp. (TSX:TOU). Over the past year the company has
provided shareholders with a series of special dividends
in addition to their regular dividend. Looking forward, in
2023 Tourmaline will likely benefit from their well-timed
LNG export agreement with Cheniere Energy,Inc. to
supply a portion of their gas production to Cheniere’s LNG
facility. While the committed volumes only represent 6%
of Tourmaline's production in 2023, the high international
pricing can provides Tourmaline with significant upside
to cash flows as at current strip it would contribute to 1/3
of their 2023 cash flow.
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